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Abstract

Nacre from mollusc shells has a complex hierarchical structure composed of an organicinorganic composite, and exhibits remarkable mechanical properties. In addition, nacre is
biocompatible and bioactive making it an excellent candidate for biological coatings for
orthopaedic applications.

The bioprocessing of nacreous coatings on conventional orthopedic materials via
biomineralization of abalone shells was examined in this thesis. The animal reaction to the
materials was evaluated by the coating surface morphology, thickness and coating-implant
interface, which were characterized using SEM, EDS, XRD and Raman spectroscopy.

In the first test, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), high density polyethylene (HDPE),
and titanium (Ti) substrates were implanted separately on the growth surface of abalone shells
to examine the effect of different materials on mineral growth. The abalones were under
restricted diet. PMMA and HDPE implants resulted in thicker coatings and were able to
achieve the desired nacre structure (thickness of 38.1 ± 28.8 μm and 38.7 ± 22.2 μm,
respectively). The titanium implants showed thin and sparse coating and were not able to
achieve nacre (thickness of 5.3 ± 3.4μm).

In the second test, the effect of Ti surface modification (micro-porous, nano-porous and
smooth surface) was examined. The substrates were implant together on one location of the
shell and were under normal feeding conditions. Thick nacreous coatings, 50 to 280 µm, were
formed on the Ti surfaces. There was no apparent trend between the type of Ti surface and the
ii

coating formed; however, it appeared that coatings on the implants were similar within the
same animal. Thus, this indicates that feeding conditions and location of implantation may
play a role in coating mineralization. In addition, two new unique features were found in the
implants that have not been reported in literature before: vaterite and alternating bands of
nacre towers and aragonite grains across the coating surface.

The findings in this thesis therefore suggest that nacreous coatings can be processed on
both polymeric and metallic implant materials as long as proper abalone culturing conditions
are maintained. The biofabrication techniques developed in this project can be applied to the
development of new classes of surface coatings for biomedical implants.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Synthetic materials have been successfully used for orthopedic applications such as
replacing damaged joints (e.g. artificial hip implant) or assisting in healing (e.g. bone plates
and sutures). In 2006-2007, there were 62,196 hip and knee replacement procedures done in
Canada, showing a ten year increase of 101% (data excludes Quebec) [1]. In addition, there is
an increasing trend for hip implant revision and resurfacing procedures [1]. Approximately
90,000 dental implant procedures were performed in Canada in 2009, and this number is
expected to reach over 200,000 by 2012 [2, 3]. Despite the current successes, there are still
increasing demands to improve the biocompatibility and bioactivity of orthopedic materials in
order to further increase the reliability of orthopedic implants.

Currently, there are three main classes of materials used for orthopedic implants: metals,
polymers and ceramics. Each of these types of materials has its advantages and disadvantages,
depending on the application of the implant, thereby posing some challenges in materials
selection for orthopedic implants. Some of the challenges in implant material selection
includes: biocompatibility, stress shielding, implant-bone integration, implant longevity, and
peri-implant infections. Thus, with the growing number of orthopedic implant procedures, it is
imperative to further develop and improve orthopedic implants in order to address some of the
key challenges.

A novel approach to address some of these challenges in orthopedic implants is to
incorporate nacre into implant design. Nacre, also known as mother of pearl, is the inner
iridescent layer found in most mollusc seashells. Several studies have demonstrated that nacre
1

has remarkable biocompatibility and promotes bone growth.

In addition, nacre exhibits

comparable mechanical properties to that of natural human bone. Thus, with the combination
of these mentioned aspects, nacre is an excellent candidate for orthopedic implant coatings.
This thesis examines the potential of bioprocessing nacreous coatings on conventional
biomaterials used for orthopedic implants produced naturally by the biomineralization process
of abalone shells.

2

Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1

Structure and Mechanical Properties of Abalone Shells

2.1.1

Structure of the Abalone Shell

The abalone shell, and like other similar mollusc shells, has a hierarchical structure; at the
macroscale, the shell is a two layer armour system: an inner nacreous layer and a hard outer
shell layer, as shown in Figure 2-1 . At the microscale, the outer layer of the abalone shell is
composed of rhombohedral calcite having a columnar prismatic structure. The nacre layer in
the abalone shell is composed of 95 wt% orthorhombic aragonite ceramic platelets and 5wt%
organic protein interlayers acting as the viscoelastic glue between the aragonite tiles [4]. The
polygonal platelets were reported to have a thickness of approximately 200-500 nm, edge
length of 5 µm, and diameter of 5-8 μm, while organic interlayers are approximately 5-30 nm
thick [5-7]. In addition, various features were observed at the nanoscale, including mineral
bridges and asperities at the platelet interface, and nanograins in the aragonite platelets [6-9].

3

Figure 2-1. Hierarchal structure of abalone shell: (a) Image of an abalone shell from the inside,
(b) Cross-section of the abalone shell showing the 2 layers [5], (c) SEM image of the fracture
surface of the abalone shell [10]. Images from (b) reprinted with kind permission from Springer
Science + Business media: Applied Scanning Probe Methods XIII, Chapter 19: A review on the
structure and mechanical properties of mollusc shells – Perspectives on synthetic biomimetic
materials, 2009, p. 17-44, Barthelat F, Rim JE, Esoinisa HD, Figure 19.7; (c) Reprinted from Adv.
Mater., vol 16(15), Azienberg J, Copyright (2004), with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

In addition to the two main layers found in abalone shells, researchers have also identified
growth bands interspersed within the nacre layer (Figure 2-2). They are often termed as
growth lines, mesolayers or heterolayers in literature [11-14]. The band was described as
interruption in mineralization due to changes in the calcium carbonate phase, transforming
from regular nacre tiles, to CaCO3 calcite block-like layer, then to organic layer, to aragonite
spherulitic layer, and finally back to nacre tiles. Lin et al. reported this layer to be
approximately 300 µm thick [15]. The growth bands, analogous to rings found in trees,
represent cyclic changes, (for example, changes in growth rate, or material density and/or
composition changes due to growth), resulted from extended interruptions of mineralization
due to environmental factors such as seasonal feeding interruptions, spawning season, age,
water temperature and water circulation conditions [12, 14-19].

4

Figure 2-2. Illustration of abalone shell structure (not drawn to scale) showing a growth band in
between the nacre layers [11]. Reprinted with permission from Chemistry of Materials, vol 8,
Zaremba CM, Belcher AM, Fritz M, Li Y., Critical transitions in the biofabrication of abalone
shells and flat pearls, p. 670-90, copyright (1996) American Chemical Society

2.1.2

Mechanical Properties of Nacre

The structure, mechanical properties and fracture mechanisms of nacre have received
much attention due to its exceptional combination of stiffness, density, strength and toughness
properties over its constituent material (CaCO3) [5, 8, 9, 20-24]. The natural process of
forming such highly organized structure has resulted in a material with very desirable and
advantageous mechanical properties for potential applications such as body armours.

Currey and Jackson et al. were among the first to extensively study the mechanical
properties of nacre [25, 26]. Currey conducted mechanical tests on nacre from various classes
of mollusc including cephalopods, gastropods and bivalves where tensile, compressive and
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bending strength, modulus of elasticity and work of fracture were reported. Table 2-1 outlines
some of the mechanical properties of nacre examined so far.
The work of fracture of nacre is 1000 times greater than the constituent mineral calcium
carbonate [27]. The significant work of fracture is related to the hierarchical structure of nacre
and interactions between organic matrix and the tablet. The reported toughening mechanism
includes: the organic matrix in dissipating fracture energy [26], platelet sliding at the
inorganic-organic interface [8, 9, 20, 28], the effect of nanograins on the mechanical
properties of the aragonite tablets [6, 7].

Currey
[25, 29, 30]
Jackson et al.
[26]
Wang et al.
[9]
Barthelat
[5, 20]
Chen et al. [31]

Table 2-1. Summary of Mechanical Properties of Nacre
Class of
Tensile strength
Elastic Modulus Work of
Mollusc
(MPa)
(GPa)
fracture
(J/m2)
Cephalopods,
35-100
40-82
1650 (across)
Gastropods &
150 (along)
Bivalves
Bivalve
170 (dry)
70 (dry)
350- 1240
140 (wet)
60 (wet)
(across)
Abalone
face-on: 223 ± 7
69 ± 7
edge-on: 192 ± 7
66 ± 2
Abalone
60
90 (dry)
70 (wet)
Abalone
Parallel: 150-200
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2.2

Biomineralization Background

2.2.1

Biominerals and Basic Chemistry of CaCO3

Biomineralization is the process of mineral formation in living organisms [21]. There is a
broad range of processes that organisms use to control mineralization, where a number of
different processes can be applied in a variety of combinations. As a result, unique complex
biological structures are produced [32]. In biologically controlled mineralization, strictly
controlled mineralization processes produce structures that have specific biological functions,
such as bone, shells and teeth [21, 32].

Biominerals are different from their constituent material as the mineral building blocks are
formed with thin organic interlayers to create functional bio-composite (e.g. bones and shells
vs. hydroxyapatite and aragonite) [33]. The biominerals have uniform particle sizes, well
defined structures and compositions, high levels of spatial organization, complex
morphologies, controlled aggregation and texture, preferential crystallographic orientation,
and higher-order assembly into hierarchical structures [21]. Some examples of biominerals
include silicates in algae, calcium phosphate in bone and teeth, and calcium carbonate in
shells.

Calcium carbonate biominerals often serve as skeletal structures such as cell walls or
shells. There are six different calcium carbonate crystal structures: calcite, aragonite, vaterite,
monohydrocalcite, ikaite (calcium carbonate hexahydrate), and amorphous calcium carbonate
7

(ACC). Calcite and aragonite are the most thermodynamically stable and most commonly
found in biominerals. Monohydrocalcite, ikaite, and ACC are the hydrated phases and are less
common because they are more soluble [34].

Table 2-2 presents some general properties of calcium carbonate polymorphs such as
density, crystal system and solubility product (Ksp). From the table, calcite and aragonite has a
lower solubility product than vaterite. Thus, calcite and aragonite are less soluble than vaterite.
Aragonite is more soluble when compared to calcite and thus is a more stable phase.

Table 2-2. Some General Properties of Calcium Carbonate polymorphs
Calcium
Formula
Density
Crystal system
LogKsp
Carbonate
(g/cm3) [35]
[35]
[34]
CaCO3
2.71
Trigonal/
-8.42
Calcite
Hexagonal
CaCO3
2.93
Orthorhombic
-8.22
Aragonite
CaCO3
2.54
Hexagonal
-7.60
Vaterite
CaCO3·nH2O
ACC

2.2.2

General Mineralization Process of Nacre

The mineralization process for nacre is still not known for certain, however, below
summarizes the fundamental knowledge in nacre mineralization process hypothesized by some
groups. There are two parts to the nacre structure: organic matrix (biopolymers/ proteins/
macromolecules) and inorganic mineral building blocks (aragonite platelets). In general, most
studies have observed mineralization in the following sequential order: organic layer,
precursor phase, spherulitic aragonite layer, and finally steady state aragonite tiles [14, 16, 36].
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2.2.2.1

The Organic Matrix

The organic matrix, despite its low composition of less than 5 wt%, is a critical component
of the nacreous structure as it distinguishes a biological material from its constituent synthetic
material, and is believed to be responsible for the structure’s unique properties [8]. The three
main roles of the organic matrix are: to provide spatial boundaries that organizes
mineralization spaces and mechanical support for biological activities, and to mediate mineral
nucleation and growth [21, 22].
macromolecules:

The organic protein is composed of two classes of

structural/framework

macromolecules

and

functional/acidic

macromolecules. The macromolecular framework is the insoluble organic matrix produced by
the mantle cells of the mollusc which provide a three dimensional structure and mechanical
support for the mineral phase to form. The acidic macromolecules interact with the
surrounding mineral ions (in the solution) and functions to induce nucleation of the aragonite
mineral crystals [21]. It is believed that the type of protein in the organic matrix controls
which type of polymorph (calcite or aragonite) being formed on the shell [36-38].

2.2.2.2

Mineral Tablet Formation

The sequence of the mineralization process was investigated by implanting foreign
materials into the abalone and examining it at different time intervals, as shown in Figure 2-3
in a study done by Lin et al. [14]. Several studies recognized that re-mineralization occurs
when the epithelial mantle cells recognize the foreign object with results in secretion of
organic matrix layer across the entire surface [11, 15, 22, 36, 39].
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After implantation of substrate, there was an initial nucleation of precursor/primer mineral
phase after 5 days to 1 week.

Weiner et al. found that mineralization begins with an

amorphous precursor phase [40]. Some studies claimed that the mantle cells genetically
respond to the foreign surface by switching the type of protein secreted in the organic matrix,
and thus nucleate a basal layer of calcite crystals (rather than the original aragonite crystal
from the inner nacreous layer) [11, 16, 36]. However, Lin et al. found the precursor phase to
be in the aragonite phase, confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [14].

Figure 2-3. SEM images of mineralization process in flat pearls. The center image depicts the
cross section of the flat pearl, which arrows showing locations of the surface morphology at the
time of growth [14]. Reprinted from Acta Biomater., vol 4(1), Lin AYM, Chen PY, Meyers MA, The
growth of nacre in the abalone shell, p 131-8, Copyright (2008), with permission from Elsevier.

After the precursor phase had grown and spread across the surface of the implanted
material, there was a transformation of morphology to spherulitic aragonite structure. Early
10

stages of spherulitic needle formation were observed, followed by the flattening of the tops of
the needles. This was believed to be the result of the mechanical forces exerted by the abalone
in which the epithelial skin of the abalone molds the growing minerals from its motions [14].

Once the spherulitic needles were fully formed, regular aragonite platelet crystal were
nucleated and rapidly grew in the c-axis direction (vertical) until it reached the next
interlamellar organic matrix layer which stopped the c-direction growth of the aragonite tile
[41] (Figure 2-4a). The nucleation process was started again when mineral bridges protruded
through the porous organic membrane and formed a new tile [15]. Growth of the tiles in the a
and b axis direction (horizontal, x and y axis) continues as new tiles were being formed.

Figure 2-4. Steady-state growth of aragonite platelets within organic layers [14]. The
interlamellar organic matrix layer is represented by the dotted lines. Reprinted from Acta
Biomater., vol 4(1), Lin AYM, Chen PY, Meyers MA, The growth of nacre in the abalone shell, p
131-8, Copyright (2008), with permission from Elsevier.
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2.2.3

Studies on Nacre Growth and Mineralization via the Flat Pearl Technique

Studies on producing nacre surfaces have dated as far back as the late 19th and early 20th
century by researchers from Japan, which resulted in the start of the pearl culturing industry.
Kokichi Mikimoto, examined the potential of creating pearls by inserting nuclei produced
from different types of materials, such as coral, abalone shell, mussel shells, bone, powdered
fish scales, glass, lead, clay, and wood, onto the mantle surface of the oyster shell [42].
Concurrently, two other researchers from Japan, Tokishi Nishikawa and Tatsuhei Mise,
developed methods on culturing spherical pearls by inserting nucleus produced from a piece of
oyster epithelial membrane and shell or from silver and gold beads, onto the mantle of the
shell, later known as the “Mise-Nishikawa” method [42]. This resulted in mass production of
cultured pearls and the start of the fine jeweller Mikimoto Pearls [42].

From the biomineralization standpoint, research on the growth and structure of nacre had
experienced fast improvements in the past 60 years, noting early research done by Wada [4345], Watabe and Wilber [37, 46], Wise [47], Lowenstam [48], Mann [33] and Weiner [49].
Nacre is often used as a model to study the biomineralization processes, and to elucidate
material formation methods and design principles found in nature [21, 32]. Currently,
however, the mineralization process of nacre shell growth is still not fully understood.

The different aspects of abalone nacre, including the spatial and temporal sequences of
mineralization, the role of the organic layer, and the microstructure have been studied in-vivo
by the “flat-pearl” technique [15, 16, 36, 45]. When a substrate is inserted onto inner nacreous
layer of the shell, between the shell growth surface and the mantle layer, there is an
12

interruption of growth and the mineralization process is restarted, resulting in the abalone
forming a new mineralized coating on the foreign object, commonly known as the “flat pearl”.
As mentioned previously, growth bands occur in nacre when there is an interruption of
growth. Thus, in addition to studying growth bands, the spatial and temporal sequences of
mineralization can also be examined in flat pearls. Table 2-3 outlines the two main groups
who have studied the biomineralization process of nacre in abalone using the flat pearl
technique. The most commonly used implant material up to this date is circular glass cover
slips. The following sections summaries some key differences found in flat pearl studies.

Table 2-3. Studies of Nacre Biomineralization Sequence Using Flat Pearl Technique
Group
Implant materials
Ref
Fritz et al., 1994
Glass, MoS2, mica
[36]
Glass coverslips (roughen and
University of California,
Zaremba et al., 1996
[11]
smooth), MoS2
Santa Barbra Group
Su et at., 2002
Glass cover slides
[16]
Glass slides, TEM grids (Ni grid
Lin et al., 2005
[15]
with Formvar coating)
University of California,
Glass slides, nacre puck with
San Diego Group
Lin et al., 2008
[14]
polished surface

2.2.3.1

Precursor Phase

The reported sequential mineralization stages found from the studies conducted by the two
groups were more or less similar; however, there were a few key differences. In works done
by Lin et al., the initial precursor phase formed on the glass coverslips were identified as
aragonite by Raman spectroscopy [14]. In Fritz et al. [36] and Su et al. [16], the precursor
phase was identified as calcite by XRD. However, one similar trait in both Fritz et al. and Lin
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et al.’s studies was that the surface morphology of the precursor phase did not seem to
resemble any regular crystal shape. This may be explained by Weiner et al.’s observation of
amorphous precursor phase formation at the start of mineralization [40].

2.2.3.2

Structural Morphology at Various Regions

Lin et al.’s studies did not specify the homogeneity of the mineralized surfaces of the
implanted surfaces [14, 15], therefore, it is not known if the reported observations of surfaces
were uniform throughout substrate. In the studies performed at UC Santa Barbara [11, 16, 36],
it was reported that different areas of the implanted substrate resulted in different
morphologies and features.

Fritz et al. specified three growth regions: iridescent at the center, and red and green near
the edges of circular implant, in which XRD identified the iridescent zone as aragonite, and
red and green as calcite [36].

Zaremba et al. found several different features in the flat pearl, as illustrated in Figure
2-5[11]. It was reported that organic sheet contains two layers: a transparent organic sheet
found at the center region of the implanted substrate, and a green organic sheet found at the
outer circumference of the substrate (a 1-10 mm wide band). The transparent organic sheet
was relatively thin, at 140 nm thick, and was usually followed by oriented, irregularly shaped,
calcite aggregates. In some cases, prismatic calcite layer was found on the transparent organic
layer located on one edge of the substrate (1-3mm wide band). Prismatic calcite appeared as
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uniformly oriented prism shaped aggregates. The green organic sheet was typically 5-15 μm
thick and was followed by spherulitic growth. The spherulitic layer was initially suggested to
be in the calcite phase, but was later discovered by Su et al., to be in the aragonite phase,
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [16].

Figure 2-5. Schematic of flat pearl coating (not drawn to scale) [11]. Reprinted with permission
from Chemistry of Materials, vol 8, Zaremba CM, Belcher AM, Fritz M, Li Y., Critical transitions
in the biofabrication of abalone shells and flat pearls, p. 670-90, copyright (1996) American
Chemical Society.

Su et al. reported similar results [16]. There were two main regions in the flat pearl: a
green region that surrounds a larger portioned white region at the center. The cross-sections of
these flat peals were examined, and it was discovered that the white region first deposited a
calcite layer, followed by a green organic matrix, spherulitic aragonite layer and finally a
nacreous layer. The green region however, did not have the primer calcite layer.

Therefore, the three studies [11, 16, 36] could be co-related and summarized as follows.
The center of the flat pearl had an iridescent white layer, in which a calcite basal layer was
first deposited, followed by green organic sheet, spherulitic layer and finally the nacre layer.
The edges that surround the white region had a green region which had similar cross-sectional
structure as the white layer, but there was an absence of the basal calcite layer. In addition,
some substrates showed a red prismatic layer at the outer edges of the substrate, which had
similar characteristics as the outer prismatic layer of the shell.
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2.2.3.3

Mineral Growth on Different Types of Materials

As mentioned previously, different types of materials were used as foreign surfaces.
Results from these groups showed that the different substrate materials generally followed
similar mineralization process as described in the previous section.

In Fritz et al.’s study, it was found that the different material (glass, mica and MoS2
flakes), resulted in similar mineralization sequence [36]. Lin et al. found similar results
between glass slides and nacre puck implants, and both reached steady-state aragonite growth
after 6 weeks, but did not make extensive discussions on this [14]. However, in Zaremba et
al.’s study, it was found that roughen glass coverslips and MoS2 had regions of local disorder
in calcite deposition [11]. It was observed that the organic layer was thicker on the roughen
glass coverslips. In MoS2 substrates, it was found the calcite aggregates were oriented at
different crystal orientation. Thus, this response suggested that the resultant mineralized
coating is related to the type of surface on the substrate and the proteins secreted on that
surface. It was hypothesized that hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces of implanted material
resulted in different interactions with the proteins; though, the exact mechanism of this is still
not clear.
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2.3

Orthopedic Materials and Progress

2.3.1

Conventional Orthopedic Materials

Table 2-4 shows comparison of the different mechanical properties found in conventional
orthopedic materials. Metallic implants are the most commonly used due to its robust
mechanical properties: high elastic (100-200 GPa) modulus, high strength, and high ductility.
They are commonly used in internal fracture fixation devices and orthopaedic implants.
Stainless steels, cobalt-chromium alloys and pure titanium and titanium alloys are some of the
main metals and alloys used. However, corrosion is a major issue with metallic implants,
which will result in loss of mechanical integrity and will cause undesirable effects to the body.
There has been an increasing use of titanium and titanium alloys due to lower elastic modulus
(~100GPa) to address stress shielding effects in some applications, excellent biocompatibility
and osteointegration capabilities, and more corrosion resistant compared to the other two
conventional metals [50-52].

Polymers have desirable properties due to their resilience and ease of fabrication. In
addition, some polymers have similar structure with natural human polymers such as collagen.
However, polymers have poor strength (17-80 MPa) and can have undesirable degradation. In
spite of this, biodegradable polymers can be advantageous for some short-term orthopaedic
applications such as fracture screws or bone scaffolds, where a second surgery would not be
required for removal. The most common polymers used in orthopaedic implants are
polyethylene and poly(methyl methacrylate), polyglycolic acid and polylactic acid are
frequently used for biodegradable polymers [50, 53].
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Ceramic materials are generally biocompatible and do not have major toxicity problems.
There are three different kinds of ceramic materials. Inert bioceramics, such as alumina and
zirconia, are very biocompatible and have little influence on the living tissues. They have high
wear resistance and compression strength, but are brittle and sensitive to small cracks. They
are often used in implants that require high wear resistance, such as femoral heads. Some
ceramics are bioactive, and can easily form a bond with tissues and stimulate cell activities.
The most commonly used bioactive ceramic is calcium phosphate in the phase of
hydroxyapatite (HA), Ca5(PO4)3OH, which has a similar mineral phase to bone and teeth.
They are often used to coat implants to improve biocompatibility and promote bone repair [50,
54].

189-210

170-1000

480-2240

Co-Cr alloys

210 - 230

500 - 1100

750 - 1500

Ti

102 - 104

170 - 485

Ti alloys

90-120

62 - 280

7.6- 8.1

[55]

-

-

[56]

240 - 550

58 - 99

-

[57]

250 - 1245

300-1625

14 - 120

4.4 - 4.8

[55, 57]

Ceramics

Stainless Steel

Alumina

215 - 413

690-5500*

350-665*

3.3 - 4.8

3.5 - 4.0

[55]

Zirconia

65 - 265

-

-

1.2 - 7.4

6

[58]

Polymers

Metals

Table 2-4. Comparison of Mechanical Properties of Different Implant Materials
Fracture
Elastic
Yield
Ultimate
Toughness, Density,
Modulus, Strength, Strength,
Ref
K1c
ρ (kg/m3)
E (GPa)
σy (MPa)
σult (MPa)
(MPa√m)

Polyethylene

0.6 - 0.9

17.3 - 29

20.7 - 44.8

1.4 - 1.7

0.9 – 1.0

[55]

PMMA

2.2 - 3.8

53.8 - 72.4

48.3-79.6

0.7-1.6

1.2 - 1.2

[55]

Bone

4.6 - 19.7

139 - 154

164 - 215

1.7 - 3.3

1.3 - 1.4

[59-61]

* compressive strengths
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2.3.2

Surface Modifications on Biomedical Implants

Surface modification is an important factor in biomedical implant. The first reason is to
remove any native surface contaminants due to normal manufacturing processing such as:
structural defects, plastically deformed layers, residual stress or surface films or scales from
initial manufacturing processing [62]. In addition, surface modifications are done to improve
the biological performance of the implant by increasing the biocompatibility and bioactivity of
the implant to promote bone-implant fixation [63]. This is done by either creating a textured
surface with patterns and/or pores to increase surface area for cell attachment, or coating the
surface with bioactive materials or molecules to improve osteointegration with bone and
implant [64]. The cellular response and integration at the implant interface, and the rate and
quality of new tissue formation is dependent on the surface properties, chemistry energy,
topography and roughness [65-68]. Studies have shown more cell attachment on rough
surfaces with irregular morphologies [65, 66, 69].

There are several techniques used for surface modifications. Mechanical methods, such as
machining, grinding, polishing, particle blasting, are often used to obtain the desired surface
topography or to remove surface contamination [62, 70]. Chemical methods involve chemical
reaction between the surface of the material and a solution. Some types of chemical methods
includes: wet chemical etching (acid/pickling and alkaline etching), electrochemical methods,
sol-gel, and chemical vapour deposition [62, 70]. Dual acid etching solutions of hydrofluoric
acid (HF)/ nitric acid (HNO3) or hydrochloric acid (HCl)/sulfuric acid (H2SO4) are commonly
used to remove oxide scales and to produce micro-scale pores [62, 71, 72].
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Recently, there has been much attention on self-organized titania (TiO2) nanotubes arrays
produced by electrochemical technique [73, 74]. Because of its nano-porous surface, several
reports have examined the use of nanotube arrays for biomedical application [74-78]. In this
method, a fluoride-based electrolyte was used in an anodic oxidation electrochemical process
(anodization). Porous nanotube structures were produced on the anode (titanium) surface
under optimized conditions, as shown in Figure 2-6. The key mechanisms in TiO2 nanotube
formation are as follows [73, 79].

Initially, a compact TiO2 layer is formed at the Ti anode under the electrochemical cell
reaction. In presence of fluoride electrolyte solution, localized chemical dissolution on the
oxide layer occurs, which results in the formation of small pits on the oxide surface and the
formation of soluble titanium fluoride complexes, [TiF6]2-. The [TiF6]2- ion continues to etch
away the oxide surface in a downward movement from the pit, creating a nanotubular surface.

Figure 2-6. Schematic of anodization for nanotube formation: (a) Electrochemical cell with the
oxide layer forming on the anode, (b) Type of oxide layer formed by anodization depends on
operation conditions (e.g. applied voltage, electrolyte) [73]. Reprinted from Curr. Opin. Solid St.
M., vol 11(1-2), Mack JM, Tsuchiya H, Ghicov A, Yasuda K, Hahn R, Bauer S, et al, TiO2 nanotubes: Self-organized electrochemical formation, properties and applications, p. 3-18,
Copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier.
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2.3.3

Nacre as a Bioactive Implant Material

The first dental implant was found in a Mayan skull excavated in 1931. It was later
discovered that three artificial teeth were made from pieces of bivalve mollusc shells and were
implanted into the locations of the missing lower incisors. Radiographs in Figure 2-7 showed
integration between the implants and the jawbone. It should be noted that the implant at the
center was believed to have fallen out during processing and been placed back to the incorrect
position (due to its oddly placed position in the photograph) [80, 81]. This finding has inspired
the use of nacre as a biocompatible and bioactive material.

Most notably, Atlan and Lopez and co-workers showed that nacre from bivalve mollusc
Pinctada maxima oyster, in powdered or solid form, was able to promote bone growth in both
in vivo and in vitro tests. Lopez conducted in vitro studies on human osteoblast cells, where
nacre pieces were placed on a layer of osteoblasts and did not add any chemical inducers
required for cell culture (which are often required for bone mineralization) [82]. It was
discovered that the osteoblast cells proliferated and attached to the nacre pieces with newly
formed woven bone at the interface, and showed signs of the complete stages of bone
mineralization. Lopez therefore hypothesized that bone and nacre may share similar organic
matrix properties that can activate osteoblasts and bone formation.
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Figure 2-7. Lower jaw of a Mayan skull found in Honduras in 1931 (a) Photo of lower jaw with
three shell implants at the incisor location, it is believed the center implant has fallen out during
processing which resulted in an oddly placed position as shown in the photograph, (b) Radiograph
showing the left side of the jaw showing the implant on the right, (c) Radiograph of anterior of the
jaw showing bone integration with the shell implant; left central incisor implant has been
improperly replaced [80]. Reprinted with permission from Bulletin of the History of Dentistry,
Copyright (1972).

Silve et al. continued the study by placing pieces of nacre and human bone 1 mm apart on
a layer of human osteoblast cells [83]. The pieces started to grow out towards each other and
eventually filled the gap between them. Surprisingly, it was observed by in situ Raman
spectroscopy that newly formed woven bone structure was formed by the original bone piece
and mineralized nacre-like structure was formed by the original nacre piece. However, bone
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growth and mineralization did not occur in the control groups where only osteoblasts and bone
pieces were used. This led to further in vivo studies where powdered nacre was implanted in
dog, sheep and rat bones. The results showed positive indication of osteogenic and
osteointegration of nacre and bone with no evidence of adverse response [84-87].

These positive results led Atlan et al. to test nacre powder in human patients who were
suffering from maxillary defects (upper jaw bone loss) [86]. Powdered nacre from pinctada
maxium oyster was mixed with blood from that particular patient to create a slurry mixture,
and was injected into the defected area in the upper jaw. Results showed good nacre
compatibility with the tissue, and newly formed woven bone was formed tightly at the nacre
surface interface. In addition, after six months, it was found that the nacre powder dissolved
away slowly and was replaced with woven and lamellar bone. Although in some in vivo
studies had reported that implanted powdered nacre was able to dissolve away and be replaced
by newly formed bone [86, 88], some studies had showed limited biodegradability when
whole nacre pieces were implant [89, 90].

The bioactivity of nacre implants was compared with conventional biomaterial such as
titania-hydroxyapatite (THA) in rat femurs [91] and PMMA in sheep vertebrae [92]. In both
tests, nacre proved to have superior results, and had excellent bone-implant interface and
higher bioactivity. The THA, however, resulted in a layer of non-osteogenic cell at the
interface, while in the PMMA implant, there was no new bone observed after 12 weeks of
implantation. In addition, the PMMA sample caused necrosis of the surrounding cells.
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The presented studies on the bone integration and bioactivity of nacre implants have
brought interesting insights on why nacre would induce bone growth.

It has been

hypothesized that organic matrix in the nacre has soluble factors that diffuses out or signal
transmitters that can induce osteogenic activities [81-83]. Lamghari et al. suggested that the
water soluble matrix in nacre had signal molecules that can activate bone growth, similar to
bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) [88, 93, 94]. Moreover, it was found that decalcified nacre
was still able to promote new bone formation, further indicating that the organic matrix may
be responsible for osteogenic activities [95]. In a later study, osteogenic effects of nacre were
examined by looking at the gene expressions for bone markers related to factors such as role in
matrix mineralization, and different stages of osteoblast proliferation and differentiation [94,
96]. From these studies, it was found that nacre induced expression of genes that leads to
osteogenic activities and matrix mineralization. Thus, this further confirms previous
suggestions of the presence of signal molecules that promote bone growth.

However, Ni and Ratner proposed that nacre can actually transform into hydroxyapatite,
human bone mineral [93]. They have noted that in nature, calcium can transform into
hydroxyapatite at room temperature when it is in a phosphate solution. Ni and Ratner
conducted in vitro studies where they took nacre from abalone and immersed it in phosphate
buffer solution for several days. It was found that the aragonite crystals transformed into
hydroxyapatite, where the surface morphology changed from nacre tablet structure to layers of
packed particles. They hypothesized that this is a result of dissolution-precipitation reaction on
the surface.
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In addition to its attractive bioactive properties, nacre also has remarkable mechanical
properties. As shown in Table 2-1 and Table 2-4, metals and ceramics have high elastic
modulus, often greater than 200 MPa, while the elastic modulus for bone is at approximately
14 GPa. The elastic modulus for nacre is approximately at 70 GPa, thus it has comparable
elastic modulus to the natural human bone as opposed to other synthetic implant materials, and
thus can address some stress shielding problems in orthopedic implants.

Several groups have investigated methods on applying nacre into biomedical applications.
Camprasse et al., produced artificial dental root with nacre from Pinctada maxima, in the
shape of cylindrical screws [97]. The screws were used for clinical trials with human
volunteers. Biopsy showed excellent osteointegration with the jaw bone.

There are a few groups who have presented nacre coatings on Ti substrates. Guo and Zhou
[98] and Wang [99] proposed electrophoretic deposition of nacre powder on Ti substrates. In
extension to Ni and Ratner’s study of transformation of nacre into hydroxyapatite minerals,
Guo and Zhou proposed a method to deposit powder nacre onto Ti alloy substrate by
electrophoretic process, followed by transforming the nacre phase into apatite coatings via
surface reaction with phosphate buffer solution [98]. In Wang’s study, coating from nacre
powder was deposited on Ti substrate by electrophoretic process. The nacre coating resulted in
a higher critical load for coating debonding compared to Ti coated with HA prepared by the
same method, making it a superior candidate for implant coating [99].

Wang et al. [100] and Zhu et al. [101] biofabricated nacreous coating on titanium dental
implant. This was done by inserting Ti dental implants in fresh water pearl mussel (Hyriopsis
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cumingii, Lea) and allowed for nacre mineralization on the surface [100]. The titanium screws
were implanted for 45 days which resulted in a coating thickness of 200-600 μm. At the
interface between the titanium screw and the coating there was a 2-10 μm thick transitional
non-laminated layer composed of vaterite and calcite polymorphs, followed by a laminated
nacreous layer. In-vitro biocompatibility tests on these implants found that nacre coated
titanium was superior to the control groups, of HA coated Ti and non-coated Ti [101, 102].

2.4

Summary

Several studies have proven the excellent biocompatibility and bioactivity of nacre both in
vitro and in vivo, including in human trials. There have been extensive studies on the
biomineralization of nacre on foreign substrates. The two concepts present above,
biomineralization and biocompatibility of nacre could be combined and applied to biomedical
application: the biofabrication of bioactive coatings for orthopaedic implants, in which foreign
surfaces are inserted into mollusc to form a nacre coating on orthopaedic implant material that
can stimulate bone growth.

There was clear evidence that nacre is bioactive and can promote osteogenic activities. In
addition to its bioactive surface, nacre is mechanically robust and can withhold its structure
integrity after implantation into the body, compared to other coating surfaces such as HA. In
addition, nacre has comparable mechanical properties with the natural bone, unlike metal
implants; therefore it can address the stress shielding problem found in many metal implants.
This makes nacre a potential candidate and an excellent novel design for orthopaedic or dental
applications; some groups have already attempted to examine different methods of applying
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nacre into biomedical applications. Currently, glass and titanium were mainly used as abiotic
surfaces for studies in biomineralization and biofabrication of nacre for biomaterial uses.
Further studies should be done on other common orthopaedic materials and implant surface
treatments to examine the possibility of developing novel coating for biomedical application.
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Chapter 3: Scope and Objectives

Nacre has proven to be biocompatible and can promote bone cell growth, and exhibit
excellent mechanical properties, and thus is an ideal candidate for a bioactive coating on
biomedical implants. There were several studies on the biofabrication of nacreous coatings on
Ti dental screws using pearl mussels and also producing nacreous coating on Ti substrates by
electrochemical methods using pearl powder, however, nacreous coatings on other orthopaedic
materials and surfaces have not been explored. Thus, the scope of this thesis is to examine the
potential of developing a novel implant surface design of producing nacreous coatings for
biomedical implant applications, specifically, to produce nacreous coatings on conventional
orthopaedic materials and modified surfaces. This is done by biofabricating nacreous coatings
on orthopaedic implant materials via the biomineralization process of nacre in abalone shells,
where small substrates are implanted on the growth surface of the shell. In addition, the animal
reaction to the different materials will be examined, based on factors such as coating
thickness, morphology and structure.

The specific objectives in this thesis are:

1. Explore the possibility of using nacreous coatings as future surface design on
biomedical implants.
2. Produce nacreous coatings on conventional orthopaedic materials (PMMA, HDPE, Ti)
and surface modified Ti (dual acid etched, nanotube surface and polished surface).
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3. Examine the difference in reaction between different types of implants and surface
modified implants in terms coating homogeneity, thickness, surface morphology and
structure.
4. Examine the nature of nacre growth and biomineralization on the implant and the
implant-coating interface.
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Chapter 4: Experimental Methods

4.1

Abalone Culturing Facility

Abalones were kept in a closed system with a 200L chilled salt water tank at 15oC, as
shown in Figure 4-1. The water was circulated and quality was maintained close to sea water
conditions to provide a natural environment. There were two sets of test conducted. Four green
abalones (Haliotis fulgens) were used for Test 1, and the abalones fed on red algae grown by
live rocks in the tank. In Test 2, five red abalones (Haliotis rufescens) were used, and were fed
with bullwhip kelp (nereocystis luetkeana) once a day.

Figure 4-1. Abalone culturing system
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4.2

Experimental Procedure

The “flat pearl” biofabrication technique reported by Fritz et al. was used to grow nacre
coatings on the implanted substrates [36]. Small discs of different orthopaedic implant
materials were implanted onto the shell growth surface of the live abalones for an extended
period of time to allow for coating growth. Two different sets of test were conducted on the
extracted implants. In Test 1, three different types of orthopaedic materials were used and
were placed at three separate locations of the shell. In the Test 2, titanium implants with
different surfaces and roughness were implanted together onto the shell in on general area.
The following will describe the two tests in detail.

4.2.1

Test 1: Orthopaedic Materials Test

In Test 1, each animal was implanted with three circular implants produced from different
types of conventional orthopaedic implant material at three separate locations on the growth
surface of the shell.

The implants were made from 0.25 mm thick commercially pure titanium (Ti, 99.6%
purity, Goodfellow), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and high density polyethylene
(HDPE) sheets. The sheets were initially ground with 600 and 800 grit silicon carbide papers
to provide surface roughness. The sheets were then cleaned by ultrasonication with distilled
water. After cleaning, the sheets were punched into 1/8” (3.18mm) diameter discs using
Precision Brand punch and die set. The implants were sterilized with 70 vol% absolute ethanol
prior to implantation.
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One of each type of materials was glued onto the growth surface between the mantle layer
and the shell using 5-Mminute Epoxy (LaPage). Figure 4-2 shows the approximate location of
the implanted materials. The abalones were constantly irrigated with the tank water during the
whole procedure. A total of 4 abalones (green abalones, Haliotis fulgens) were tested, with
different order of location of the substrate materials in each abalone (Table 4-1). The implants
were extracted from the abalones after 50 days. The shell was rinsed with distilled water for
two minutes.

Figure 4-2. Implants glued onto 3 different locations on the growth surface of the shell for Test 1
(image taken after test).
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Test 2**

Test 1

Table 4-1. Implant Order for Test 1 and 2
Abalone
1*

a
Ti*

b
PMMA*

c
HDPE*

d
-

2

PMMA

HDPE

Ti

-

3

HDPE

PMMA

n/a*

-

4

Ti

PMMA

HDPE

-

5

PMMA

HDPE

Ti

-

1

Nc

NT

DAE

Ti-P

2

Ti-P

Nc

NT

DAE

3

DAE

Ti-P

Nc

NT

4

NT

DAE

Ti-P

Nc

5

Nc

NT

DAE

Ti-P

* sample was lost during test
**Test 2 implants: Nc- Nacre, NT – TiO2 nanotubes, DAE- dual acid etched, Ti-P- polished Ti

4.2.2

4.2.2.1

Test 2: Titanium Surface Modification Test

Implant Preparation Methods

In Test 2, three different titanium surfaces were used: micro-porous surface, titanium oxide
nanotube arrays, and smooth surface. In addition, a nacre piece was also used as a control.
Unlike Test 1, where each implant were implanted into the animal individually at different
locations along the shell growth surface, each implant in Test 2 was composed of the four
different materials glued onto a rectangular strip of PMMA (Goodfellow) sheet and implanted
onto the growth surface of the shell as one piece.

The Ti implants were initially prepared from three pieces of commercially pure Ti foil (Ti,
99.6% purity, Goodfellow) and were cleaned with alkaline solution, rinsed with distilled water
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and air dried. All three pieces were ground to 1200 grit with silicon carbide paper. Following
the initial preparation process, three methods were used to make the three different surfaces on
the Ti substrates.

To create a micro-porous surface, a dual acid etch solution was used. The Ti plate was prepickled with 2 vol% hydrofluoric acid for 1 minute to remove surface oxides, and was rinsed
in distilled water for 10 minutes under ultrasonication. The plate was then etched in the dualacid solution composed of 25 vol% concentrated hydrochloric acid and 25 vol% concentrated
sulphuric acid. The plate was etched for one hour in the ultrasonicator and was finally rinsed
with distilled water.

An electrochemical anodization process was used to produce titanium oxide nanotube
arrays of nano-porous surface, following a similar procedure used in [78, 79]. In this process,
the ground Ti foil was used as the anode electrode and a piece of platinum foil as the cathode.
Prior to the anodization process, both foils were cleaned by sequentially soaking the pieces in
the ultrasonicator with absolute acetone, absolute ethanol and distilled water for 10 minutes
each, and were air-dried between each step. The electrolyte solution was composed of 0.27 M
ammonium fluoride in 75 vol% glycerol, and the anodization process was performed at 20 V
for six hours. Figure 4-3 illustrates the set-up for this process. After anodization, the Ti foil
was rinsed in distilled water for 30 seconds and was repeated three times.
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Figure 4-3. Set-up of anodization process

A smooth surface on the Ti was created by polishing. In addition, nacre from the inner
layer of an abalone shell was also polished and was used as a control piece. Nacre pieces were
cut from an abalone shell, and the outer calcite later was completely ground away. Both nacre
and Ti was ground to 1200 grit silicon carbide paper and was followed by polishing with 6 μm
and 1 μm diamond suspension, respectively.

After all the Ti and nacre samples were prepared, 1/8” (3.18mm) diameter discs were
made with a punch and die set (Precision Brand True Punch). Because the resultant nanotubes
produced a titania (TiO2) surface, all of the Ti discs were annealed to introduce an oxide layer
on the surface to achieve similar composition. The Ti discs were annealed at 200oC for 3
hours, with an initial heating rate of 5oC/min, and it was cooled in the furnace.
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Following annealing, all the discs implants (Ti and nacre) and PMMA substrates were
cleaned with absolute acetone and ethanol, and each type of discs were adhered onto the
PMMA substrate (1.5cm x 0.4cm) with cyanoacrylate (Superglue), as shown in Figure 4-4.
The implants were then cleaned in distilled water in the ultrasonicator and finally sterilized
with 70 vol% ethanol prior to implantation. A total of 5 red abalones (Haliotis rufescens) were
tested, with varying the order of location of the each discs in each abalone. Table 4-1
summarizes the location of each implanted substrate materials.

Figure 4-4. Implants for Test 2 (scale in cm)

The implants were extracted after 56 days. The shell was rinsed in distilled water for 30
seconds, and underwent a dehydration process where each shell were immersed in a series of
solutions with increasing alcohol concentration for 15 mins in each step: 50%, 70%, 90%,
100%, 100% (vol%, absolute ethanol). The samples were dried with compressed air after the
final step.

4.2.2.2

Ti Implant Surface Morphologies

The following section describes the Ti surface morphologies after the different surface
treatments. The polished Ti had a shiny surface finish. For the dual acid etch treatment, the Ti
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foil surface appears to have a rough, dull greyish texture compared to a non-treated Ti foil.
After anodization, the TiO2 nanotube layer appeared to have a gold tint.

Figure 4-5. SEM images of the different surface modifications on Ti samples, (a) smooth Ti
surface/ polished, (b) micro-porous/ dual acid etched, (c) nano-porous/ nanotubes produced from
anodization

Figure 4-5 shows the SEM images of surface topography of the Ti implants after surface
modification and annealing. The dual acid etch treatment created micron-scale dimples, with
an average diameter of 2.4 ± 1.1 µm across the surface; while the anodization treatment
formed nanotubes with an average diameter of 93.5 ± 22.5 nm, wall thickness of 22.5 ± 5.2
nm, and tube height of 2.3 ± 1.1 µm. EDS results show that titanium and oxygen was present
for all three types of Ti samples indicating an oxide layer was formed from annealing.
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4.3

Characterization Methods

4.3.1

Sample Preparation

In Test 1, each implant was carefully removed from the shell at the epoxy interface with a
double side blade with relative ease and minimal damage. For the cross-section analysis, all
of the implants were glued onto a block of epoxy, and the block was embedded in a mount
vertically. It was ground and polished down to 1 μm and vibropolished (Buehler Vibromet 2
Vibratory Polisher) at 50% amplitude with 0.05 μm colloidal silica for 1 hour.

In Test 2, the implants were removed from the large shell by cutting around the implant
with a diamond saw (Buehler Isomet 1000 Precision Saw). The sample surface was protected
with a parafilm to prevent damage and contamination from the cutting process. For the crosssection analysis, the implants were embedded vertically into a mount and were ground and
polished to 0.05 μm, in a similar manner to the Test 1 samples.

For both Test 1 and Test 2 samples, the implant surfaces and cross-sections were initially
imaged with optical microscope using Nikon Eclipse LV100 optical microscope. The coating
features were measured with image analysis software, ImageJ.

4.3.2

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to examine the surface morphology and
the cross-sections of the implants. The samples were sputter coated with gold for analysis, and
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was imaged with Hitachi S-3000N electron microscope. The secondary electron images were
taken at accelerating voltage of 5kV-20kV. Back scatter electron (BSE) detection was used to
examine the elemental contrast in the sample, where areas that contains higher atomic number
elements would appear brighter then areas that have lower atomic number elements. In
addition, electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to identify and map the
elements present in the sample.

4.3.3

X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to detect CaCO3 phases present in the samples. XRD
was performed using Bruker AXS D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer from the X-ray
Crystallography Laboratory in the UBC Chemistry Department. The entire surfaces of
implants from Test 1 were scanned using Kα radiation at operating voltage and current of 40
kV and 40 mW, respectively. Each sample was scanned at 0.02o step size and 3s step time.
The XRD scans were analyzed with JADE 6 software and were also compared with reports
from literature and the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD) powder diffraction
file (PDF).

4.3.4

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a light scattering technique that can be used to identify chemical
composition, molecular structure, and chemical bonding. It is based on the Raman Effect
which is the inelastic scattering of light photons. This occurs when a monochromatic light
source, usually a laser beam, is projected onto and interacts with the sample. The light photon
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excites the molecule on the sample surface resulting in a change in frequency of the re-emitted
photon which is collected and dispersed into the detector. The Raman Effect is the change in
frequency of the re-emitted photons, where the frequency is shifted up or down relative to the
original photon frequency. Thus, the Raman shift provides information on the molecular
vibrational modes in the sample [103, 104].

Raman spectra were obtained using the Renishaw Raman microscope from Michael Smith
Laboratory (UBC Chemistry Department). The samples were scanned at 785 nm laser
wavelength, 1.6 mW beam powder and 50 times magnification, where each scan were used at
either 1, 5 or 10% laser power, at 10s acquisition time, and 1-10 accumulations. The analysis
were preformed within the range of 100 -1200 cm-1, where all the peaks for the CaCO3 phases
are present. The scanning area was approximately 24 μm by 2 μm, where local areas on the
implant were selected for analysis. To determine the phases present, the peaks from the scan
were compared to Raman spectra of the CaCO3 polymorphs found in literature.
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Chapter 5: Results

5.1

Test 1: Abalone Response to Different Types of Orthopaedic Material

The goal of Test 1 was to investigate the possibility of producing nacreous coatings on
conventional orthopaedic materials and to examine if the resultant coating was dependent on
the type of implant material (i.e. PMMA, HDPE, Ti) implanted into the abalone (Table 4-1).
In addition, the nature of mineral growth on the different types implant materials was studied.

Optical microscopy was used for preliminary analysis of implant surface morphologies.
Figure 5-1 presents the some main characteristics found on the different implant materials.
The polymer implants (PMMA and HDPE) appeared to have three similar traits: (1) implant
surfaces were entirely coated, (2) the other perimeter/ edges of the implants appeared to have a
thicker yellowish coating in comparison to the whitish center region (Figure 5-1a), and (3) one
of the PMMA and HDPE implants had a shiny iridescent pearl-like surface (Figure 5-1b).
Conversely, in the Ti implants, the original implant surfaces were still observable, indicating
that there was either no coating on the Ti implant or that a very thin coating was present
(Figure 5-1c).
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Figure 5-1. OM images of implants from Test 1: (a) yellow/white coating on PMMA implant, (b)
iridescent pearl-like coating on HDPE implant, (c) Ti implant with the exposed Ti surface. Coating
characteristics in (a) and (b) are found in both PMMA and HDPE implants. (Diameter of implants
were 1/8” or 3.18mm)

5.1.1

Surface Morphology on PMMA Implant

A total of four PMMA implants were used. SEM imaging showed that the PMMA implant
surface was composed of several different types of morphologies. In general, the center of the
implant was found to be quite uniform and consisted of one main structure. However, there
were more irregular morphologies at edges of the implant. It was revealed that the thicker
yellowish coating near the edges of the implant in Figure 5-1a corresponds to the disc-like
aggregates with diameters ranging from 25 μm to 80 μm presented in Figure 5-2. The larger
disc-like aggregates had a flattened top, whereas the smaller aggregates had conical shape.
The flattened surface may be attributed from the mechanical mechanism in the animal
suggested by Lin et al. [14], where newly formed mineral is flattened and molded by the
abalone from the mechanical forces exerted onto the shell due to its motions.
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Figure 5-2. PMMA implants from Test 1: (a) CaCO3 coating whole implant, (b) aggregates on the
edge/outer perimeter of the implant

Figure 5-3 presents the main types of surface structures observed near the center region of
the PMMA substrates. These surface structures are similar to the microstructural features
reported literature in

[29, 105]: homogenous granular structure, complex cross

lamellar/spherulitic structure, and nacre structure. The various morphologies found on the
implants indicate the different samples were at different stages of mineralization. Two of the
PMMA implants exhibited homogenous granular structure at the center, presented in Figure
5-3a, with average grain diameter of 0.7 ± 0.2 μm and 0.5 ± 0.2 μm. On one implant, it was
noticed that there were merged islands (d = 216.2 ± 34.4 μm) (Figure 5-3b). Another surface
feature found was the complex cross lamellar structure shown in Figure 5-3c. In this structure,
spherulitic islands (d= 132.6 ± 30.7 μm) of inter-grown outward radiating needles (w= 1.7 ±
0.5 μm) were present. In addition, one sample developed “Christmas tree” nacre structure,
Figure 5-3d as reported by Fritz et al [36]. The spacing between the nacre stacks was
approximately 3.1 ± 1.6 μm.
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Figure 5-3. The main structures observed in PMMA in Test 1: (a) coating showing
homogenous granular structure, (b) islands, (c) spherulitic structure, (d) nacre structure.

5.1.2

Surface Morphology on HDPE Implant

Four HDPE implants were used. Figure 5-4 presents some of the main features found in
the coatings on the HDPE implants. One of the HDPE sample showed spherulitic structure. In
comparison to the spherulitic structure found in the PMMA sample in Figure 5-3c, this sample
appeared to be more block-like, and compacted, as shown in Figure 5-4b. The needles had an
average width of 0.9 ± 0.6 μm, island diameter of 25.2 ± 12.8 μm. Figure 5-4c & d presents
another sample which had a sparser surface with interconnecting branches connecting the
minerals together. Early developments of nacre structure can be seen at certain areas of islands
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and branches. Like PMMA, HDPE also had one sample where the entire surface was covered
by nacre stacks, similar to the image presented in Figure 5-3d. The average spacing between
the nacre stacks was 2.29 ± 1.1 μm, which was slightly shorter than the distance found in the
PMMA sample.

Figure 5-4. Different surface morphologies found on HDPE implant samples: (a) spherulitic
structure, (b) higher magnification image of (a), (c) island of nacre formation, (b)
interconnected branches of mineral growth.

5.1.3

Surface Morphology on Ti Implant

Three Ti samples were analyzed. Figure 5-5 presents some of the main features found on
the Ti implants. The Ti samples had a thin, sparse coating at the center. In general, spherulitic
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growth patterns were observed at the center of the implant. There were some elongated
crystals and some islands of crystals connected together like branches as shown in Figure 5-5.
The average elongated crystal length was found to be 70.3 ± 18.0 μm and island diameter was
found to be 51.9 ± 18.2 μm. Some of the elongated crystal ends had spherulitic needles
protruding outwards (Figure 5-5b). However, the spherulites near the edges of the implant
(Figure 5-5c & d) appeared to be denser, had more developed spherulite needles and smaller
islands (d = 24.0 ± 4.2 μm) compared to the features found at the center of the implant.

Figure 5-5. The main surface morphologies on Ti implants: (a) islands of elongated crystals
joined together at the center of the implant, (b) formation of spherulitic needles on crystal end
(arrowed), (c) denser spherulitic structure near the edge of the implant, (d) higher
magnification of (c)
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5.1.4

CaCO3 Polymorphs of Coating

XRD was used to determine the CaCO3 polymorph present in the coating. Figure 5-6
shows some typical XRD spectra from the different implant materials in relation to the main
surface features found on the implant including: granular, spherulitic and nacre structure.
Table 5-1 presents a summary table of the different implant structures and the corresponding
CaCO3 phase determined from XRD.

From the surface scans, it was found that the implants were mainly composed of
aragonite; showing peaks corresponding to the aragonite phase. The most common 2Θ peaks
(hkl) values were at: 27.27o (111), 27.32o (021), 31.18o (002), 33.18o (012), 36.21o (200),
37.97o (112), 38.68o (022), 45.95o (221), 48.45o (202), 50.30o (132), 52.47o (113), and 53.04o
(023). In addition, in one of the homogenous granular and one of the spherulitic coating on the
PMMA implant, both calcite and aragonite was present, showing an addition calcite peak at
2Θ=29.75o (104).

It should be noted that the unmarked peaks at 2Θ = 21.58o and 23.98o for the HDPE and
2Θ = 40.20o for the Ti sample were from the substrate itself (based on scans from the HDPE
and Ti standards).
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Ti

HDPE

PMMA

Figure 5-6. Typical XRD spectra for Test 1 of the different implant materials and corresponding
structures, where A represents peaks corresponding to aragonite phase, and C for calcite.
Unidentified peaks at 21.6o for HDPE and at 40.2o for Ti implants match peaks from each
respective substrate material.

2a
3b
4b
5a
3a
4c
5b
2c
3c*
4a
5c

Table 5-1. Summary of Results from Test 1
Coating
CaCO3 Phase form
Thickness
Main Feature/Structure
XRD
(µm)
Spherulitic, islands
Calcite + aragonite
9.8
Nacre
Aragonite
76.5
Granular
Aragonite
32.9
Granular
Aragonite + Calcite
28.3
Nacre
Aragonite
55.1
Islands of nacre/ branches
Aragonite
Spherulitic
Aragonite
15.8
No coating
(weak signals)
0
(no sample)
Elongated/ islands of crystals
Aragonite
4.4
Spherulitic, interconnected
Aragonite
5.9
branches

Standard
Deviation
(µm)
7.3
21.5
9.9
9.2
17.4
8.8
0
3.2
3.4
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5.1.5

Thickness of Coating

In addition to examining surface characteristics of the coating, the animal reaction to the
different materials was evaluated by the thickness of the coating. This was done by examining
the coating thickness from the cross-section of the implants. The implants were ground and
polished, to a location approximately at the center of the implant, and examined by SEM. It
was found that the coating on the PMMA and HDPE implants were considerably thicker than
Ti implants.

Table 5-1 presents the average coating thickness found in each samples. Figure 5-7
summarizes the average thickness by material category. As expected from previous
observations, PMMA and HDPE implants had thicker coatings, averaging 38.1 ± 28.8 μm and
38.7 ± 22.2 μm respectively. The Ti implants had an average thickness of 5.3 ± 3.4μm. For
the implants that reached nacre growth, PMMA showed a thicker coating (at 76.5 ± 21.5μm)
compared to the HDPE (55.1 ± 17.4μm). The average coating thicknesses for PMMA and
HDPE that did not achieve nacreous coatings were thinner, at 20.4 ± 13.4 μm and 25.7 ± 15.9
μm thick, respectively. Hence, the polymer implants resulted in a much thicker coating
compared to the Ti implants, which indicates that Ti implant materials resulted in a different
response on mineral growth in abalone shells.
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Figure 5-7. Graphical representation of the average implant coating thickness found in Test 1

5.2

Test 2: Effect of Ti Surface Modifications on Biomineral Growth on Implants

From Test 1, it was determined that the Ti implant formed the thinnest coating while the
PMMA and HDPE samples were able to achieve nacre growth. As the Ti implants resulted in
the thinnest coating, it was chosen for further investigation. It was of interest to determine
whether coating thickness (i.e. mineral growth) could be enhanced by altering the surface of
the Ti. In this test, the different Ti surface modified implants were glued onto a strip of
PMMA substrate and implanted together, as one piece, on one location of the shell. In
previous tests the implants were implanted separately at different locations of the growth
surface. The implant categories were: smooth surface/polished titanium (Ti-P), micro-porous
surface/ dual acid etched (DAE), porous nanotube arrays/ anodization (NT), and nacre (Nc).
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The surface morphology of the coating on the implanted materials and the implant-coating
interface were investigated to determine the effect of surface modifications on implants.

5.2.1

Coating Surface Morphology on Surface Modified Ti Implants

Compared to the Ti implants in Test 1, the modified Ti implants were entirely coated and
had a much thicker coating. It was observed by the naked eye that the lustrous pearly nacreous
coating was achieved, as shown in Figure 5-8. However, from initial observations, it appeared
that the abalone recognized the foreign material as a whole and created a coating around the
whole area around the implant rather than recognizing the individual implant materials. The
colour of the coating on the implant and the surrounding area was either in a shiny metallic
grey (abalone 1, 2, and 3) or a dull whitish colour (abalone 4 and 5; Figure 5-8a & b). Some
implants had dimples at the center; this may indicate that mineral growth occured towards the
center from the outer regions.

Figure 5-8. Test 2 implants on shell after 57 days: (a) Pearly nacre coating left to right: DAE, TiP, Nacre, TiNT, (b) Coating showing dull white colour
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Figure 5-9. Optical images of some implants from Test 2: (a) Abalone 1 (shiny coating), DAE
&Ti-P, (b) Abalone 4 (dull coating), NT & DAE, (c) Abalone 5 (dull coating), DAE &Ti-P.
(Diameter of implant is 1/8” or 3.18mm)

SEM images revealed the coatings in Test 2 had more diversified surface morphologies
features compared to results in Test 1. As a result of the variance in surface morphology
found, it was difficult to determine common trends in each surface treated category. However,
in most cases, the center of an implant usually had a homogenous morphology (typically
nacre), whereas a wider range of morphologies were found near the outer edges of the implant.
In general, the surface morphology seems to have comparable characteristics within the same
animal, rather than the type of implant surface modification. Since the characteristics were
similar within the same animal, the following surface morphologies will be presented by each
animal.

5.2.1.1

Surface Morphologies Found in Implants from Abalone 1 & 2

In Abalone 1 and 2, it was found that the implants contained very regularly shaped
characteristics, as shown in Figure 5-10. The main features found on the surfaces included:
polygonal aragonite nacre stacks (Figure 5-10a), polygonal columnar prismatic structure
(Figure 5-10b & c), rhombohedron-like crystal grains (few occurrences) (Figure 5-10e), and
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flower-like shaped spherulitic structure (Figure 5-10f). Figure 5-11 presents some of the
Raman spectra on some of the main features found.

By comparing OM and SEM images, it was revealed that the yellow regions in these
implants are related to the calcite granular structure (phase confirmed by Raman spectroscopy,
Figure 5-11), similar to the ones found in Figure 5-10e.

In addition, morphology transitional regions were observed that near the edges of the
implant (Figure 5-10c & d). In these areas, it was observed that crystal growth transformed
from no obvious structure, to columnar prismatic structure, then finally to nacre structure. It
was determined from Raman spectroscopy that all these areas were aragonite (Figure 5-11c).
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Figure 5-10. Main types of surface morphologies found on various Ti surface modified implants
in Abalone 1 & 2; (a) Nacre structure, (b) prismatic columnar structure, (c) & (d) morphology
transitional zones, (e) calcite granular regions, (f) spherulitic flowers
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Figure 5-11. Typical Raman spectra found in surface morphology of Abalone 1 & 2: (a) nacre
stacks found in Figure 5-10a, (b) calcite granular structure found in Figure 5-10e, (c) amorphouslike region found in Figure 5-10c & d, (A- aragonite, C- calcite)

5.2.1.2

Surface Morphologies Found in Implants from Abalone 3 & 4

Interestingly, in Abalone 3 & 4, needle-like clusters of randomly oriented vaterite crystals
were found on the implants, typically near or at the edges of the implant (Figure 5-12a & b).
Vaterite crystal phase was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 5-13. It was
surprising to find vaterite present in the sample because it is an unstable crystalline phase of
CaCO3 and is rarely found in nature.
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Higher magnification image of this morphology revealed the sharp needle-like clusters
were actually composed of many small elongated crystal stacks, similar to ones found in nacre
stacks (Figure 5-12b). Qiao et al. also reported that vaterite crystals were found in freshwater
lackluster pearls and had similar structure to nacre tablets [106]. Cross-section of this area
revealed that needle-like vaterite features found on the surface were actually stacks of
platelets, similar to nacre stacks (Figure 5-12c & d). However, the vaterite platelet stacks
appeared to be narrower and had sharper points in comparison to nacre stacks. In addition, the
tablets in the vaterite structure did not have the interlocking tablet feature found in nacre.

Figure 5-12. Vaterite structures found in Abalone 3 & 4: (a) vaterite needles at the edge of the
implant, (b) higher magnification of (a), (c) cross-section of the vaterite needle, (d) cross-section
of nacre plates for comparison.
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Figure 5-13. Raman spectra of different types of surface morphology found in Abalone 4 and 5:
(a) vaterite needs found in Figure 5-12, (b) block-like calcite region found in Figure 5-14a, c)
zebra stripe region found in Figure 5-15a. (A- aragonite, C- calcite, V- vaterite)

In addition, in Abalone 4, three of the four individual implants had dimples at the center
(Figure 5-9b). The center had a block-like structure composed of calcite with blocks running
along the implant horizontally (Figure 5-14a). Raman spectroscopy confirmed this structure as
calcite, presented in Figure 5-13. From the cross-section view, calcite resembled compressed
layers of lamella-like structure. In this set of implants, small islands of vaterite needles were
also found in close proximity with the calcite regions. In this implant, nacre was found
surrounding the central area instead, whereas most samples (e.g. implants found Abalone 1, 2,
& 3) typically showed nacre structure at the center of the implant.
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Figure 5-14. Calcite structures found in Abalone 4: (a) block like calcite structure, (b) overall
implant surface showing the different features, (c) cross-section of the calcite region

5.2.1.3

Surface Morphologies Found in Implants from Abalone 5

Abalone 5 resulted in coatings with homogenous vertical lines across the implant, which
could be observed by the naked eye (Figure 5-9c). SEM observations revealed this feature was
a combination of nacre stacks and granular structures formed vertically down the implants,
like a zebra stripe pattern (Figure 5-15a & b). From the cross-section, it was observed that the
granular band and the nacre stacks were present in alternating order (Figure 5-15c). Both
features were found to be aragonite by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 5-13). This interesting
feature has not been reported in literature.
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Figure 5-15. Zebra stripe patterns found in Abalone 5: (a) SEM image of the surface of implant,
(b) higher magnification of (a), (c) cross-section.

5.2.2

5.2.2.1

Coating-Implant Interface on Surface Modified Ti Implants

Coating Thickness

The coating thicknesses were measured from the BSE images of the implant crosssections. Figure 5-16 presents the average coating thicknesses found in Test 2. From this
figure, there was no obvious trend between the coating thickness and the type of implant
surface. For example, nacre and Ti-P had the thickest coating in Abalone 4 and 5; however,
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nacre implant showed the thinnest coating in Abalone 5, while the Ti-P implant had thinnest
coating in Abalone 1 and 2. However, based on these observations found in Figure 5-16, the
coating growth may be more dependent on the location of the discs on the PMMA substrate
than the type of surface. As observed in Abalone 4 and 5, the implant coating thickness
increases from left to right (from position a to d, as described in Chapter 4). Abalone 3
resulted in coatings of similar thicknesses for each type of implants. Abalone 1 and 2,
however, showed more variances in implant coating thicknesses between the different types of
implanted materials, both of which showed thinner coatings on the Ti-P implants.

Figure 5-16. Average coating thickness comparison between the different implants from Test 2,
where the left to right of each Abalone section is implant position „a‟ to„d‟.
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5.2.2.2

Overview of Cross-section Features

As discussed in the literature review, typically, an organic layer is first deposited on the
implanted surface followed by mineral growth. The main types of layer structures found in
Test 2 were identified as: porous layer, organic layer, spherulitic aragonite, block-like
prismatic band, and finally aragonite tablets (nacre). In addition, calcite and vaterite were
found in some cases as these phases were seen on the surface. Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-19
shows some of the main features found at the interface. The different layers of the CaCO3
coating were easily observed by using BSE mode, where areas of heavier elements appeared
brighter in the image. It can be seen that the changes in morphology was abrupt.

The first layer was a porous layer (PL) found to be 7 to 29 µm thick. The second layer was
the organic layer (OL), with thickness ranging from 1 to 28 µm and appeared to be smoother
and denser than PL. Under the BSE, OL usually appeared darker than PL, and PL had the
same contrast as the nacre layer. EDS mapping revealed that carbon was present, and calcium
was not present in the OL; while, calcium was present in the PL. This indicated that there were
some similarities in the PL and nacre compositions.

However, it had been reported in literature that an organic layer is first deposited on the
implanted material [11, 95]. In Su et al.’s study, it was found that there were two organic
layers, both had similar characteristics to the two initial layers found in this study (PL and
OL). EDS results, however, showed that calcium, oxygen and carbon were present in the PL,
and thus, this layer should not be an organic layer, contrary to claims in [16]. However,
Raman spectroscopy on the PL and OL did not show any CaCO3 peaks (Figure 5-18).
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It should be noted that the Raman results from the PL and the OL showed no obvious
peaks; this may be due to the limitations of the laser source for that type of sample. In some
cases, there were weak aragonite signals present, but this could be due to signals from the
surrounding aragonite layer. However, there was a trend of small broad peaks detected at 460
and 525 cm-1. As these signals were relatively small, these peaks should not be used as valid
identification of the organic layer.

Figure 5-17. Cross-section of coating of nacre implant in Abalone 1 showing the different layers
of structures.

Following the organic layer, aragonite spherulitic layer of elongated needles radiating
from certain points on the organic layer was observed. These hemispherical nucleation sites
were often shaped like a fan (Figure 5-17 & Figure 5-19s), or a dome (Figure 5-19c). The
needles radiating out from the nucleation site often formed a prismatic block-like band across
the implant, connecting with the other spherulitic nucleation sites (Figure 5-19c). This blocklike band appears brighter in BSE images. The height of the hemispherical nucleation site
varied from 3 to 21 µm and the thickness of the prismatic block-like band ranged from 2 to 15
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µm. Aragonite tablets are grown from the spherulitic layer, forming the nacre layer. The
thickness of the final nacre layer was found to be in the range of 25 to 361 µm.

In addition to the typical structure mentioned above, some implants in Abalone 1 exhibit
two prismatic block-like bands, distributed in between the nacre layers (Figure 5-19c). The
nacre layer between the two bands was thin, with an average thickness of 16.5 ± 9.9 µm.

Figure 5-18. Raman spectra of cross-section features from Test 2.
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5.2.2.3

Coating-Implant Interface on the Different Sets of Implants

From BSE images, it was found that the coating-implant interface was similar within the
same animal. In Abalone 2, the porous PL was deposited on the implanted substrates first,
followed by the denser OL (Figure 5-17). In Abalone 3, only OL was found (Figure 5-19a). In
Abalone 1, the nacre implant had a PL and an OL, but the other Ti implants only had an OL,
similar to Figure 5-19a. In Abalone 4, there was no obvious organic layer was found at the
interface (Figure 5-19b).

Figure 5-19. Cross-section of Ti surface modified implant: (a) Abalone 3 with only OL, (b)
Abalone 4 with no OL, (c) Abalone 1 showing prismatic band and nacre interlayers, (d) Abalone 5
showing 2 different layer at the interface
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The layer at the interface found in Abalone 5 was unique. At the interface, small
irregularly round shaped crystal-like aggregates were formed (Figure 5-19d). These
crystallites took shape in a form of an ellipse or a hemisphere, with heights ranging from 2-17
µm. In addition, the dense layer on top of the crystallite layer showed a different morphology
compared to the ones presented above. There were two layers present, but in this case, both
layers had a similar smooth and dense texture as the OL. However, the layer above the
crystallite layer appeared to have similar contrast to the nacre layer in the BSE image in Figure
5-19d, while the second dense layer appeared to be slightly darker.

As mentioned in the surface morphology section, calcite and vaterite phases were detected
from Raman spectroscopy in Abalone 4. In these implant, the organic layer was not present.
Except for the nacre implant, a calcite layer was found to cover the entire implant surfaces.
The thickness of the calcite layer increases towards the center of the implant, with thicknesses
ranging from 13 µm near the edges of the implant to 151 µm at the central region of the
implant. Nacre or vaterite was formed on top of the calcite structure, and the changes in
morphologies were abrupt (Figure 5-19b & Figure 5-20a). Interestingly, in the nacre implant,
neither of the calcite layer or the organic layer was present as shown in Figure 5-20b. It
appeared that a block-like prismatic layer had formed on top of the nacre implant, and then
continued with nacre growth.
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Figure 5-20. Cross section BSE images from Abalone 4, (a) interface between calcite and vaterite
layers found in the Ti surface modified implants, (b) interface at the nacre implant

Figure 5-21 graphically summarizes the average thickness of the different coating layers a
found in each sample, which each layer stacked up on each other according to the actual
sample. However, it should be noted that the added thicknesses of each layer in Abalone 4 do
not represent the total thickness of the coating on the implant as the calcite, aragonite, and
vaterite regions overlap across the implants, as seen in Figure 5-19b.
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Figure 5-21. Graphical representation of average thickness of each layer of the CaCO 3 coating from Test 2. It should be noted that the total
thickness added together in Abalone 4 does not represent the true thickness of the coating as some of the layers overlapped one another.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

6.1

Effect of Different Implant Materials

The SEM results showed that the abalone was able to fabricate coating on conventional
orthopaedic implant materials, and in most cases nacreous coating was achieved. From Test
1, the abalones showed a different reaction to the different types of implant materials. The Ti
implants had a significantly thinner (5.3 ± 3.4 μm) coating compared to the PMMA and
HDPE polymer implants (38.1 ± 28.8 μm and 38.7 ± 22.2 μm), while one of the PMMA and
HDPE (76.5 ± 21.5 μm and 55.1 ± 17.4 μm) implants were able to reach nacre growth. The
resultant thin coating on Ti implants is an interesting phenomenon to note, considering in a
comparable test conducted by Wang et al., a thick nacreous coating of 200-600 µm on Ti
dental implants was achieved [100]. It is possible that the difference in results may be due to
the different types of mollusc animal used. Nonetheless, this had prompted further
examination on Ti substrates in Test 2.

6.2

Effect of Different Test Conditions

One remarkable difference between Test 1 and Test 2 was that Ti surfaces were able to
achieve thicker coatings (ranging from 50 – 280 µm), and were able to reach nacre growth, in
which a lustrous coating can be seen with the naked eye. This could be due to the improved
operating conditions, where the abalones were fed kelp once a day (normal feeding
conditions), whereas in Test 1, the abalones just fed on algae grown by live rocks in the tank
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(restricted diet conditions). It has been reported that supply of food had an effect of the
growth rate on flat pearls [19]. In addition, different abalone species were used in the two
tests. Under normal situations, green abalones was reported to have higher growth rates
compared to red abalones [107]. Whereas in this study, the green abalones used in Test 1
resulted in slower coating growth on the Ti implants compared to the red abalones used in
Test 2. Thus, the thicker coating on the Ti samples in Test 2 was could be due to improved
feeding conditions in comparison to Test 1. It could be further inferred that Ti may have
posed more challenges in mineral growth when it is under restrictive diets.

6.3

Effect of Surface Modified Ti Implants

The resulting surface morphologies and coating thickness did not show consistent results
between the same surface implant categories, thus, there was no clear indication if titanium
surface modification played a large role on coating mineralization. However, by examining
the surface morphologies and coating-implant interface, it appeared the surface and interface
had similar features within each animal as opposed to the different type of implant surface. It
is possible the different implants were in close proximity to each other, and the animal
recognized the foreign objects as one, and created a coating on its entirety, rather than
reacting to different substrates differently. Therefore, to further investigate if surface
modifications would have an effect on mineral growth, a different implant design can be
considered.
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6.4

Porous Layer/ Organic Layer

It was found that the porous and dense layer at certain coating/implant interface had
similar characteristics as the two-layered organic layer described by Su et al. [16]. However,
in this study, the porous layer was not actually an organic layer based on results from EDS
which indicated that this layer contained calcium, carbon, and oxygen. However, Raman
spectroscopy of this layer did not result in any obvious peaks corresponding to the crystalline
phase of CaCO3. Thus, the porous layer may be an amorphous precursor phase as some
literature had hypothesized [40]. The Raman signals obtained from this layer were weak.
Therefore, further investigations are required to confirm this.

6.5

Effect of Implant Location on the Abalone shell

Abalones 1 and 2 from Test 2 showed similar results in terms of general surface
morphology and coating-implant interface. Both abalones contained a porous and dense
organic layer, whereas Abalone 3 only had the dense layer present, and Abalones 4 and 5
resulted in two very different interfaces. As mentioned in the previous section, the colour of
the coating and the surrounding implant area was an iridescent metallic grey colour for
Abalone 1, 2 and 3, while Abalone 4 and 5 was a dull white colour.

Upon further analysis, it was observed that Abalones 4 and 5 implants were implanted
into the shell closer to the first aperture (breathing holes) on the shell compared to Abalones
1, 2, and 3. In addition, it was noticed that the cross-section of the original shell surface
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under the implant area of Abalone 4 and 5 had similar features; both shells had white lines
running along the cross-section of the shell. This was not noticed in the other shells. The
cross-section of the original shell surface beneath the implant was observed using the optical
microscope. Nacre towers, similar to the ones found in the coating, were observed in original
shell surface in Abalone 4 and 5. In the original shell surface of Abalone 1-3, the surface was
smooth and did not exhibit any nacre tower.

Thus, from the shell surface analysis above, there appeared to be a correlation between
the shell surface and coating interface characteristics and the location of the implant on the
shell. There have been numerous reports on how the type of protein secreted controls the type
of crystal nucleation [36, 37]. This may indicate that different areas on the shell surface
contain different type of proteins which controls the type of crystal nucleation, and thus
resulted in different morphologies in Test 2.

6.6

New Phenomena Observed

The cross-section morphology of the mineral growth on flat pearls produced by abalones
was found to be fairly consistent with several reports [11, 14, 16, 36]. In general, it was
reported that an organic layer is first deposited onto the implant surface, followed by
spherulitic aragonite needle growth, then finally steady-state aragonite tablet nacre growth.
However, there were a few unique results that were not seen in literature before. The first
phenomenon is the presence of vaterite structure on the implants (Figure 5-12). Vaterite is
the least stable crystalline phase of CaCO3, and it is rarely found in nature. However, vaterite
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has been found in repair tissues of some gastropod and mollusc shells and in freshwater
lackluster pearls [46, 106, 108].

Another unique structure is the large, thick, block-like calcite region in Abalone 4
(Figure 5-14). In addition, there was no organic layer deposited at implant interface. In Su et
al.’s study, it was reported the center region of the round glass disc contained a calcite layer,
followed by the organic, spherulitic and nacreous layer. On the outer perimeter of the implant
follows the same structure except that the calcite layer was absent [16]. In Abalone 4
however, it was observed that the calcite layer had completely blanket the entire implant and
the thickness of the calcite layer gradually increased towards the center of the implant. The
other perimeter either had nacre or vaterite needles on top of the thinner calcite layer on the
edge of the implant. The final feature found in Test 2 that had not been reported by literature
is the zebra like nacre pattern in Abalone 5.

However, three of the abalones resulted in normal reaction and growth patterns at the
implant interface. Thus, it is difficult to validate if the Ti surface may have resulted in unique
growth patterns or what may have caused the different and unique growth patterns.

6.7

Coating Adhesion on Implants

The adhesion of the coating on the implant is an important consideration in implant
design to ensure the coating will survive the mechanical loads during implantation
procedures and during the lifetime of the implant. Because there were limited samples, actual
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testing of the coating adhesion on the implants was not performed due to the destructive
nature of these tests. However, the implants experienced some mechanical handling steps
during the sample preparation processes. In Test 1, the individual implants were removed
from the shell at by slicing off the implant at the epoxy area with a double edge blade. In Test
2, the implants were removed from the shell by cutting around the implant area with a
diamond saw. In addition, the samples were mounted and embedded in epoxy resin and were
degassed using vacuum chamber. After all these steps, the coatings were still adhered on the
implants with the exception of 2 implants out of the 16 pieces (from both Test 1 and Test 2).
Thus, the handling steps during sample preparation provided an indication of the mechanical
integrity of the coatings. However, further mechanical testing, such as scratch tests, should
be done to provide definite information on the nacre coating adhesion on the implant.

In addition to the overall adhesion of coating on the implant, it was observed in the
samples that contained an organic layer, the bond between the organic layer and the
undersides of the spherulitic sites were relatively weak. In almost all cases, cracking was
observed along this interface, as seen in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-19a. This characteristic
was also reported in [16]. The bond at the interfaces is important in order to maintain implant
integrity, especially for orthopaedic applications. Therefore, further analysis on the coating
adhesion should be examined and more abalones should be used in the test in order to obtain
sufficient samples for destructive testing.
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6.8

Orthopaedic Applications Considerations

Another challenge of this approach for orthopaedic implant is the reproducibility and
controllability of the nacre surfaces. It was observed in Test 2 that very different
morphologies can be achieved. However, only nine abalones were examined in total in the
two tests. To further analyze the reproducibility of the coatings, more animals should be used
to address the significance of the variance in results. In addition, applications for this
approach are limited to small size implants, such as dental implants, due to bioprocessing
limitations of the animal.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

An alternative approach to produce potential bioactive coatings for biomedical
applications was presented. Flat pearl technique was used to examine the potential of
producing nacreous coatings on conventional orthopaedic materials and Ti surface modified
materials using abalones. The following presents the main conclusions based on the
experimental results:

1. Nacreous coating were achieved and produced on conventional orthopaedic materials,
including the Ti surface modified implants. This was confirmed with SEM, XRD and
Raman spectroscopy analysis.

2. Feeding conditions affected mineral growth. In general, coating thicknesses were
thicker when abalones were fed with kelp (thickness ranging from 50 – 280 µm)
when compared with restricted diet/no additional feeding conditions (thickness
ranging from 0 – 112 µm).

3. In the green abalone implant samples under restricted diet condition, it was observed
that the polymer implants (PMMA and HDPE) exhibited significantly thicker
coatings (thickness of 38.1 ± 28.8 μm and 38.7 ± 22.2 μm, respectively) compared to
Ti implants (thickness of 5.3± 3.4μm). This indicated that the type of implanted
material played a role on the rate of mineral growth. It can be further deduced that
under restricted diet conditions, mineral growth on Ti implant was slower.
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4. In red abalones, under normal feeding conditions, the modified implant surface did
not play a significant role on mineral growth. The resultant coating the implant
surfaces did not appear to have any consistent trend within the same surface
modification category (Ti-P, DAE, and NT), in terms of coating thickness, surface
morphologies or coating-implant interface.

5. In the red abalones, location of the implant on the shell surface affects the mineral
growth. The inserted set of the Ti surface modified implants were implanted at
various locations on the shell surface, and similar results were observed within the
same set of implants within one animal. In addition, analysis of the original shell
surface further confirmed this hypothesis.

6. New morphologies were found, including vaterite structures. The vaterite structure
showed similar morphology as nacre platelets. These have not been reported in
literature relating to flat pearls in abalones.
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Chapter 8: Recommendations for Future Work

To further develop this study and potentially use this method to produce novel
biocompatible and bioactive nacreous coatings for orthopaedic applications, the following
are recommended:

1. Increase the number of specimen and conduct further analysis on the effect of implant
location on the resultant coating. This may help obtain better controllability of
coating results.

2. Optimize implant design to investigate if the results in Test 2 was a consequence of
the different materials implanted too close to each other or if the animal was actually
sensitive to different types of surface modifications.

3. Further analysis of the structural morphologies formed on the implants should be
performed to obtain a better understanding of nacre growth. Current study showed
several morphologies of the same CaCO3 phase. Electron backscatter diffraction
analysis (EBSD) may help elucidate this.

4. Examine the coating-implant interface and the organic layer at the interface and the
mechanical properties of the coating and bonding at the organic interface, and address
results in relation to orthopaedic applications.

5. Biocompatibility test (in vitro and in vivo) of the nacreous coatings.
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